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“My child, do not forget my teaching, but let your heart keep my commandments; 

for length of days and years of life and abundant welfare they will give you. Do 

not let loyalty and faithfulness forsake you; bind them around your neck, write 

them on the tablet of your heart. So you will find favor and good repute in the 

sight of God and of people.  

  

“Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not rely on your own insight. In 

all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make straight your paths. Do not be 

wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD, and turn away from evil. It will be a 

healing for your flesh and a refreshment for your body.” 

 

  

A true story is told about a symphony orchestra playing in Philadelphia. At this particular 

performance the orchestra was to be playing, all the instruments were to play until one dramatic 

moment when the conductor silences the orchestra. And at that moment, a flute player behind the 

curtain is to begin playing. It is actually a haunting, beautiful melody played on the flute which is 

supposed to be muffled by being backstage, as if coming from a distance, yet no one is to be seen 

by the audience. One merely hears this wonderful tune wafting in from some other world.  

  

The rehearsals had gone well, very well. In the last rehearsals the flute player was back behind 

the curtain where he was supposed to count so carefully, so carefully, because he can’t see the 

conductor, you see, he’s having to count, count, and to anticipate this great down sweep of the 

hands when suddenly it’s his turn and this hauntingly beautiful melody is supposed to be played. 

And the flautist has it down pat; he knows when to come in! 

  

The performance time arrives. Theater hall is filled, and the conductor begins and the full 

orchestra is playing. Then comes the moment when, suddenly, absolute quiet and from behind 

the curtain, exactly on cue, the first two notes of this beautiful tune, then shockingly a sort of 

muffled note, and then nothing. Absolutele silence. 

  

The conductor waited only a moment. Then he began with the orchestra again. But he was 

furious. I mean they had gone over this, over and over and over again, and then it had not gone 

well. It was a disaster. After the performance the conductor bowed only a couple of times and 

then rushed backstage to confront the flute player. The flautist said, “I was ready. I was ready, I 
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was counting! I came in right on pitch, did I not? Right on key, did I not? Right on time, did I 

not?” “Well yes. But then you stopped. Why in the world did you stop?” And he said, “After the 

first two notes, suddenly a stage hand grabbed my flute, just yanked it away, and said, ‘Idiot! 

There’s a concert going on out there, what do you think you’re doing?’” 

  

Who is wise? And where is wisdom to be found? Often we think we know what’s going on! So 

often we’re quick to pass judgment on another. So often we think we know what is right! And 

then it hits us, like it must have hit that stage hand later on: We’re not so very wise. We didn’t 

have “understanding” at all.  

  

Today we are beginning a study of the Old Testament book of Proverbs. Proverbs is not high on 

the reading list of many Christians. We rarely hear it read or preached about. When was the last 

sermon you heard on Proverbs? People seldom refer to Proverbs in everyday conversation. Yet 

over the centuries this has been one of the most valued books in the Bible. When ancient and 

medieval rabbis wanted to talk in concrete terms about righteousness, they turned to Proverbs. 

Each proverb is a little poem. They are concentrated, sometimes riddling reflections on the 

human experience.  

  

This sermon is an introduction to Proverbs and it’s understanding of “wisdom,” so first, some 

background. Who wrote this powerful little book, anyway? At the very beginning of the book, it 

says, “The proverbs of Solomon, son of David, King of Israel.” There’s no doubt that King 

Solomon was an intellectually gifted person, he was known for good discernment in judgment, 

and he was a wise statesman and an effective leader. So, in honor of Solomon’s position as 

Israel’s wisest king, his name appears a lot in wisdom literature. Most scholars today believe, 

however, that it was not King Solomon but a series of anonymous sages who wrote and collected 

the material in Proverbs over a long period of time.  

  

Why not Solomon? First, Proverbs is popular literature — it really doesn’t belong to a single 

author as much as to a whole people. And second, this book, perhaps more than any other in the 

Bible, represents the grass roots of Hebrew thought, in contrast to the views of the prophets, 

priests or kings. Many of the proverbs uphold the values of a peasant culture, not a royal culture. 

  

Another interesting thing. Proverbs makes no references at all to Israel’s covenant with God and 

the Hebrew law. Nor does Proverbs claim to be a direct word from God. Does that mean 

Proverbs doesn’t belong in the Bible? Not at all. It may seem strange, but the book of Proverbs is 

concerned with everyday living, and so it applies very directly to you and me! Jewish wisdom 

stressed realism. It asks point-blank, “How can we live so as not to displease God but continue in 

God’s favor?”  

  

The advice of Jewish wisdom was not any mumbo-jumbo chanting of cryptic sayings, or some 

secret gnosis. It has admonitions on how to run an effective household, how to work with others, 

how to get along in this world. In Proverbs we’ll find advice on how to hold our tongue — 

there’s wisdom in that we all could benefit from. It offers sage advice about true wealth, about 

integrity, justice and kindness; about anger and quarreling and envy and not harming your 

neighbor; about truthfulness and lying, children, industriousness, and having a merry heart. And 

especially, it warns us never to consider ourselves to be too wise. 
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Here’s what we need to hear: wisdom was considered to be the informed, inspired, yet humble 

movement of God’s Spirit within the human heart and mind. Wisdom — down-to-earth practical 

wisdom — emerges as we reflect upon our life-experiences under the light of God’s Spirit. 

What’s all the more amazing is that, in ancient Israel, the counsel of a wise person had the same 

authority as that of the prophet or the priest or the Torah. For they are all concerned with the 

sacredness of daily life in community and recognize that holy life comes down to concrete 

practice.
1
 Holiness must bear fruit in our everyday lives. The sayings of this little book of 

Proverbs, then, are like are spiritual guides for ordinary people like you and me.  

  

The overarching theme of Proverbs, of course, is wisdom. What does it mean when we say 

someone is wise? I’ve always felt that those who are wise have good insight into problems. They 

show good judgment. They say the right things. They listen well. I freely confess that I am not an 

authority on wisdom. The poet e.e. cummings, despite being one of the best educated men of his 

day, when asked a question would often say, “As usual, I do not know. I’m an ignoramus.” 

Sometimes I feel like an ignoramus, but all too often I’m more like the proverbial village idiot. 

But one begins the road to wisdom when one realizes how un-wise one is. 

  

I remember the story about a 17-year-old high-school senior from Fremont, California, who 

made national news when she did something remarkable. She achieved a perfect score on all 

sections of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, and more impressively she had a perfect 8,000 on the 

tough University of California acceptance index. Never in California history had any student 

accomplished that intellectual feat. At her high school, she was known as “Wonder Woman” 

because she was brilliant. But what was interesting in the news story about this young woman 

was a little exchange between her and a reporter. He asked her, “What is the meaning of life?” 

And she replied, “I have no idea.” If ignorance is the beginning of wisdom, she was on her way. 

She knew that her intelligence didn’t make her wise in the things that really matter.  

  

The pithy sayings of Proverbs remind us that wisdom is not the same as intelligence or 

education. Proverbs even warns us against thinking that we are wise! Proverbs shows us a 

different path. It teaches us that wise people are those who are in touch with God and seek God’s 

counsel. Wise people are those who can apply the teachings of religion to everyday life. Wise 

people help others become godly and wise.  

  

In chapter three, verses five and six, we find two components of wisdom. First, “Trust in the 

Lord with all your heart, and do not rely on your own insight. In all your ways acknowledge 

God, and he will make straight your paths.” True wisdom is found through reliance upon God. 

That’s the first component. In chapter one, verse seven, we read these famous words, “The fear 

of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom.” Wisdom does not come from study or from native 

intelligence. Its foundation does not come from within ourselves but from our relationship with 

God. And the relationship is one of trust and health-giving fear which holds God in awe.  

  

I think it would be good for me to say a word about “fearing God.” It’s a rare person, in my 

experience, who anymore would say that they “fear” God. Our experience of God in Jesus Christ 

leads us to say without hesitation that God is love. That God is forgiving. That God is merciful 

and long-suffering. So how is “fear” a word to be used about God? The main Hebrew and Greek 

words translated as “fear” in the Bible do not mean a paralyzing fear of God’s vengeance or 
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retribution. They mean having a positive reverence for God, a recognition of God’s rightful place 

in our lives, and a desire to live in a way that is pleasing to God. Fear of God is an attitude of 

respect, a response of reverence and wonder. It is the only appropriate response to the Creator of 

all that is. Such reverence comes from our taking time to really think about who God is, and who 

God call us to be. Wisdom such as this is available to all of us. But failing this, we all fall prey to 

temptation, as Jesus warned, and we succumb to evil.  

   

Secondly, “Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and do not rely on your own insight.” That’s the 

second component of wisdom. Doesn’t this get right at the heart of so much of the anxiety we 

experience today? We live in a state of constant stress because of feeling that we have to be on 

top of things by sheer force of intellect or hard work. It produces an unhealthy fear that we will 

not measure up. The opposite of relying on our own insight is the recognition that we are not 

God, and that when we pretend to be God, we end up destroying ourselves and those we love.  

  

Dr. Scott Peck, in his book The Road Less Traveled, tells about getting his first, big, adult-sized 

bicycle and about how excited he was to ride it. One day he ventured a little farther from home 

than he ever had before and got on a major highway. Boy, it was really smooth! With all the cars 

and trucks that passed over it, it was one smooth highway, and he was going faster and faster 

when suddenly he came to a hill, going down. He was really moving now! It was wonderful! He 

had never gone this fast before on a bicycle in his whole life! It was great — until he realized 

that he was coming to the bottom of the hill, and there was a sharp turn. 

  

“I was aware that there were many forces working on me,” Peck said. “I mean, there was one 

force that tends to have a body in motion go in a straight line. There was another force called 

gravity. Now there was something in me that wanted to go faster. Something inside of me said, 

‘You can go faster and make that turn and have it all.’ 

  

“So I didn’t brake. I didn’t slow down. I charged into the turn, and you know what happened? 

The force that was pulling me down and the force that was pulling me in a straight line won out 

over all the other forces. I went across a ditch, crashed into a tree and smashed up my bike. The 

front end could never be straightened, the rim could never be put back into line, I had a cut on 

my head, I hurt all over, and I couldn’t breathe for what seemed minutes.” 

  

Scott Peck, who was a psychiatrist, wrote, “I discovered that at any moment in my life, or the 

lives of those who come to me for help, there are many forces at work. Life is a process of 

learning what you can do and what you can control and when you need to surrender to something 

greater than you.”  

  

That’s the wisdom Proverbs would teach us. For the same thing is true in our Christian life. 

Being a faithful disciple is a process of learning what we, ourselves, can do in this life and what 

we need to surrender to God. And here’s what’s so wonderful. God’s Spirit is able to work 

within our spirits and experiences to bring us to great insight. And when we live in complete 

trust and openly acknowledge our dependence on God, we’re on the very threshold of wisdom.  

  

“Medieval monks spoke of ‘chewing’ the words of scripture, like grains of spice, until they yield 

their full savor.” That’s how I hope we can view the book of Proverbs this summer. Read them,  
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please, a few at a time. Memorize a single saying at a time. I invite you to chew on these 

proverbs and thus bring them into your inner life.
2
  

  

For where is wisdom to be found and what is the source of understanding? “Truly, the fear of the 

Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil is understanding.”  

  

May we pray? God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to 

change the things I can, and the wisdom to distinguish the one from the other. Amen. 
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